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ABSTRACT

An increasing number of patients with prolonged waiting times or difficulties to get admittance to the health system has enforced the number of internet-based psychotherapy treatments in many countries. There is a wide range of solutions ranging from self-help to guided or therapist-delivered versions. Advantages and disadvantages of the different treatment approaches will be highlighted. Completer rates and effects of different e-health treatments will be compared with face to face treatments. Additionally different quality parameters of internet-based psychotherapy will be focused.
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PSYCHOTHERAPY & CONSULTATION VIA INTERNET TODAY: A VARIETY OF OPTIONS

- Internet as a platform of information
- Psychological consultation via internet asynchronously by e-mail or synchronically by „skype”-chats (single client or groupchats)
- Self help treatment (also minimal-contact treatments)
- (Therapist delivered) internet-based psychotherapy (also as „blended therapy“)
- Internet-offers for further treatment of former inpatients after discharge (often in group-settings)

HISTORY OF ONLINE-PSYCHOTHERAPY

Psychotherapy via the internet is not an entirely new subject. One of the first sessions of psychotherapy via the internet went online in 1986 for students of the Cornell University in Ithaca, New York. This online-help which was supplied by the program “Ask Uncle Esra” still exists. In Germany the crisis telephone-line as a pastoral advice service offers online services since 1995 until today. In comparison Steve Jobs introduced the first iPhone 2G just 10 years ago (on the 9th January 2007).

Medical subjects and health belong to the main topics of internet-searches. About 65% of users look for special diseases, 50% for nutrition or diets, 40% for medicines or drugs and 12% for solutions of special sexual problems. 23% of the searches deal with psychological or psychiatric problems [1].

EFFECTS OF ONLINE-PSYCHOTHERAPY

In several large meta-analyses it could be demonstrated that psychotherapy via the internet is an effective tool for patients with various psychiatric diseases [7, 8]. Cohen’s d as a measure
of effectiveness (for the mean treatment effect) was shown to be $> 0.5$ for different psychiatric diseases and interventions. This measure is absolutely comparable with mean treatment effects of typical face to face treatments in outpatients.

The grade of effectiveness may be correlated with the type of disease. Recent meta-analyses of studies with depressed patients (including 19 studies altogether) showed an effectiveness of $d = 0.56$ [9, 10]. Other meta-analyses [11, 12] including 16 studies of anxiety patients (i.e. panic disease, social phobia or GAD) showed a mean effect of Cohen’s $d = 0.96$ accompanied by significant ameliorations of symptoms. Recently Küster et al. (2016) [13] analysed a beneficial effect of Cohen’s $d = 0.95$ in a meta-analysis of studies with PTSD-patients (8 studies were included). In a recent systematic review and meta-analysis of the effectiveness of internet-psychotherapy versus face to face psychotherapy no difference was found between face to face and internet-based psychotherapies [10].

**ONLINE-THERAPY AND DROP-OUTS**

Internet-based psychotherapy without a direct contact between the patient and the therapist (self-guided programs) showed a smaller effectiveness and a higher drop-out rate [15]. In several studies a higher number of drop-outs occurred and less positive effects were achieved with self-help programs compared to therapist delivered psychotherapy [16, 17]. A comparison of patients without personal contacts to a therapist with patients having contacts only before therapy and patients with contacts only during therapy and patients having contacts before and during therapy showed higher effectiveness in therapies with increasing number of contacts (Cohen’s $d = 0.21; 0.44; 0.58; 0.76$) [18, 19, 20].

There is a high amount of female users of internet-based psychotherapy (80 – 90%) [7, 21]. The mean age of the users is around 40 years [22]. Young men with a high affinity to the internet do not belong to the main users of IPT [21].

Therapeutic effects of internet based psychotherapy have been shown to be sustainable. Improvements after IPT held on for months after treatment [2]. In follow-up trials 1.5 years after the end of IPT-treatment Knaevelsrud and Maerker (2010) [23] showed constant improvements in patients with PTSD. Similar results were published by Wagner and Maerker in 2007 in patients with a complex grief or mourning reaction [21]. IPT used in these studies was based on modules of cognitive behavioral therapy.

**THERAPEUTIC RELATION AND ONLINE-THERAPY**

The therapeutic relationship via internet can be scored by use of the Working Alliance Inventory (invented by Horvath and Greenberg, 1989) [24]. Online-patients scored the therapeutic relationship as good as face to face patients after the 4th therapeutic session. However, there was a relatively higher drop out rate in the internet-group (17 %) compared to patients who received a face-to-face therapy [21]. On the other hand it has been shown that high scoring of the therapeutic relationship by patients is not a consistant outcome factor [25, 26].
CBT-Modules of “net-step” – an example for therapist delivered psychotherapy

1. Psychoeducation
2. List of positive activities / happiness & satisfaction
3. Balanced and equated thinking (self-test, diary of thoughts, reality check)
4. Aims and values
5. Self-image and self-perception (compass and positive diary)
6. Social competence (selfperception in social situations/surroundings)
7. Relapse prevention

Fig. 3 Modules of CBT used in online-therapies are quite similar to those used in traditional face-to-face therapies. This is an example for the online-treatment of depression with “net-step”.

ONLINE-PSYCHOTHERAPY
PSYCHODYNAMIC ASPECTS

During the last decade a substantial increase in research and clinical implementations of internet-delivered, cognitive behavioral therapy can be noticed. Several studies on ICBT with the format of guided self-help were executed. Recently, the field has expanded to include other therapeutic orientations including psychodynamic psychotherapy. Currently, there are three randomized controlled trials that have tested the efficacy of psychodynamic psychotherapy delivered in this format. The latest published trial dealt with an affect-focused, psychodynamic psychotherapy delivered to a sample of participants with mixed depression and anxiety disorders. This method seems to be effective [27].

The effectiveness of a guided and unguided Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT)-based online intervention has been investigated in patients with chronic pain disease [28]. The treatment was proved to be effective.

THE IMPORTANCE OF DIAGNOSIS

Using ICBT sufficient diagnostic investigation is of very high importance. Consideration or exclusion of additional diagnoses is necessary (e.g. personality disorders, addiction). A simple “self-diagnosis” or a “quick” diagnosis are not sufficient. In our own experience we excluded patients with acute suicidality, psychotic thoughts and experience as well as dissociative experience from IPT. Comorbid drug or alcohol addiction may be treated with IPT, however, there are only few programs dealing with double diagnoses.

Advantages of online treatments include the options to contact patients in their own environment. It is convenient and immediate. Modalities may include videoconferences, e-mails or text messages or telephone contacts. Online-CBT is rather convenient for patients showing avoidance behavior especially in the beginning of treatment (e.g. patients with anxiety disorders or PTSD).

Internet-based psychotherapy is not only used in rural surroundings, it is also a very useful tool in urban areas. Immobilized or handicapped patients can get access to therapy. Patients with special needs concerning date and time of therapy are able to do psychotherapy.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

New developments in the field of psychotherapy via the internet include the subjects of augmented reality, gamification or “serious games”, use of avatars or therapy in virtual spaces.

Special interests and developments in the fields of augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) by the entertainment industry has also led to moderate/low-cost virtual reality systems for special
use in psychotherapy. VR as a psychotherapeutic tool has been especially used for the treatment of phobias [29]. In forensic clinics VR can be used for special exposure and training without any risk for accompanying or present persons.

Another option to facilitate online-communication between clients/patients and therapists is the use of avatars. Five key applications for the use of avatars have been identified [30]:

- Formation of online peer support communities
- Replication of traditional models of psychotherapy by using avatars as a vehicle to communicate within a wholly virtual environment
- Using avatar technology to facilitate or augment face-to-face treatment
- Avatars as part of serious games
- Communication with an autonomous virtual therapist

Avatars seem to facilitate the development of an intense virtual therapeutic alliance by reduction of communication barriers. Due to anonymity they promote treatment seeking behavior. They also promote expression and exploration of the client’s identity and they enable therapists to control and manipulate treatment stimuli [30].

The third option is the use of serious games (SG). The aim in a serious game is a behavioral change by the supply of information and education or training parallel to entertainment as a strong motivational factor [31, 32]. This kind of new media application can be used for the treatment of various psychiatric diseases.

There are several reasons for beneficial usage of serious games. Serious games extend the reach of online programs to those who might not use them otherwise. The engagement of patients is improved by game-based and by motivational dynamic effects. By use of varied mechanisms including engagement factors, therapeutic processes and gamin features serious games have a considerable potential to increase the impact of online interventions for mental health [33].

QUALITY CRITERIA

The development of quality criteria for the different online CBT programs seems to be of great importance. Some proposals for certification and quality criteria for online therapies are published [34].

Quality criteria include the following aspects:

- Evidence based effectiveness of treatment
- Security of treatment (tolerable side effects)
- Correct indication of treatment
- Data security
- Economic aspects
- Integration in customary care
- Cost regulations

The effectiveness of treatment should have been proven by at least two independent studies. The indication of treatment should be transparent. The grade of disease severity suitable for the intervention should be defined. The specificity of the treatment has to be determined (transdiagnostic vs single or dual diagnosis). Possible side effects of the treatment have to be documented as well as the duration and the intensity of treatment. How does the system react in emergencies?

The drop-out and completer rates have to be analysed as well as user satisfaction. The costs of the treatment should be transparent for the user (and the health insurance).

Are the costs of treatment covered by a health insurance? The liability claim has to be clarified. Who is liable in the case of harm to the patient: the developer of the program, the therapist or both?

Data security should be as high as possible by using encrypted lines and ports with a certified computer system. The time span of data storage until deletion should be defined and the user should have the allowance to ask for an early deletion of his data.

CONCLUSIONS

Internet based psychotherapy is an excellent additional tool for a wide range of psychiatric treatment methods. However, it is in no ways a full replacement of face to face therapy.
“Net-step” as a therapist delivered CBT-internet-psychotherapy may be seen as an example to be an effective tool for the treatment of depression, panic disease and social phobia also in severely ill patients. It is a blended method combining advantages of a solitary online-psychotherapy with beneficial effects of face to face therapy.

Online-CBT is a method supplying a high grade of flexibility concerning time and location of the therapy. Our patients also reported that they felt less „stigma” using internet-CBT rather than going to a psychotherapist. Feedback from the patients also included that they were especially satisfied with the option to use material of the treatment even after they finished the modules. The basic satisfaction of our patients with the treatment was high as 87 % would use net-step again and would recommend the online treatment to others.

Another advantage of online-CBT is the opportunity of collegial intervision during treatment. We also used well trained supervisors for additional supervision in fixed intervals during online-treatment.

Early treatment with online-CBT may avoid the risk of exacerbation of patients symptoms.

Another advantage of online-CBT is the easy documentation of treatment because of the written contents of the program.

**Pros**

for internet - psychotherapy

- flexibility with regard to time of therapy
- flexibility with regard to place of therapy.
- good reachability
- no „stigma“ of going to a psychotherapist
- less costs of therapy
- early intervention and less waiting time

**Cons**

of Internet - psychotherapy

- limited options for crisis intervention
- no additional (non)verbal or behavioral signals during session
- reduced emotionality in sessions
- difficulties in safe data protection using the internet

Fig. 6 The main “Cons” of internet based psychotherapy

Online CBT has been shown to have long-term effects at least over 5 years [35]. If online-CBT has enduring and long-term effects it is very likely to be a very cost-effective treatment. We did not gather any economic data in our trial. In the literature it has already been shown that online-CBT has lower costs of treatment compared with face to face group therapy [8, 36].

For the future combination of online-CBT and pharmacological treatment may be regarded as an effective tool [37].

Our results suggest that therapist delivered online therapy may be a very useful tool for clinical patients with various psychiatric diseases.

However, there are also some disadvantages using online-CBT. The use of fixed modules implicates limited options in cases of crisis interventions. It is also difficult to treat patients with a double diagnosis. One of the main disadvantages of ICBT is the lack of gestures, mimic, verbal communication, other behavioural signs and especially emotionality during therapy. On the other hand we found that our patients were very open to address difficult subjects during treatment in a written form.
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